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RapId lateral diffunon of phosphohpld molecules III multllamellar dispersions IS shown to prevent the observation. III 
powder pattern spectra, of the onentatton dependence of *H nuclear magneuc spin-lattice relaxation. The spm-lattice 
relaxatton rate is found to have a frequency dependence suggestive of collective hector fluctuations. 

There 1s currently a hvely interest among research- 
ers from a variety of dlscrplmes m the problem of the 
dynarmc nature of membrane structure. The rates of 
most of the molecular matrons occurrmg m these sys- 
tems are well matched to the nuclear magnetic reso- 
nance (IUMR) time scale. Through a complete study 
of the nuclear magnetic relaxatton m these systems tt 
1s possrble to map out the characteristic trmes and the 
intensrties of these motions, I.e. the spectral densrty 
of fluctuations [l] . Studres of isotopically substituted 
hpids, m particular, can provide a detailed descnption 
of molecular motions m complex membrane systems, 
since specrfic rsotopic labelhng avouls the inherent 
complexrty of the spectra of abundant natural spm 
species. 

In 2H NMR studies of specifically deuterated liprds 
the residual quadrupolar splitting gives an tmmediate 
indication of the fractton of the quadrupole interaction 
which is fluctuating (HQ - (HQ)) at frequencies greater 
than the quadrupolar sphtting. Relaxatron studies can 
then determine the spectral density of thrs fluctuating 

part of the quadrupolar interaction. To date, such in- 
vestrgations have provided deuterium quadrupolar 
splittings and spur-lattice (TJ) relaxatron times for 
several hprd bilayer systems [2--51. No detailed fre- 

quency or onentatron dependence has yet been pub- 
lished, however, so that only approximate models for 
molecular dynarmcs have been suggested [3--61. 

The ortentation and frequency dependence of 2 H 
spin--lattice relaxation in the hquld crystallure (L,) 
phase of multrlamellar dispersrons of 1,2-dlpalmrtoyl- 
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) in water (50% 
by weight) presented here grve valuable Insight into the 
molecular dynamrcs of phosphohprd bilayer systems. 
The three sampies studied were specifically deuterated 
in (one of) the 4,8, or 14 posrtrons of both fatty acyl 
chains. The powder pattern spectrum and the results 
of an mversron recovery T, measurement, at 34.4 
MHz, for the sample labelled in the 4 posrtron at 5 l°C 
are shown in fig. 1. The sharp peaks at A12.8 kHz 
anse from molecules m domains where the bdayer 
normal (the axes of symmetry for the motions in the 
hqmd crystalline phase) is perpendrcular to the exter- 
nal magnetic field. The shoulders at k25.6 kHz are for 
molecules m domains whose brlayer normal IS parallel 
to the external tield. As mdrcated m fig. 1 a, there IS 
no observable difference between the relaxatron rates 
of the perpendicular and the parallel orientations. that 
is, httle or no angular vanation of T, across the pow- 
der-type spectrum 1s detected. 
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Fig 1. (a) S~gml amphtude versus T III a *H NMR uverston 
recovery spm-lattice relaxatwx measurement, companng the 
decay of the 90” peak to that of rhe 0” shoulder of the pow- 
der pattern spectrum (see mset). The measurements were per- 
formed at 34.4 MHz at 51°C on multllamellar dlspernons of 
DPPC iabelled at the 4 posttton, using the qtwlrupolar echo 
techruque [ 71, accumulattng 15000 s- at 4 scans/s (b) The 

second moment, M2. of the drfference spectrum. A(s) - A(T), 
versus T. 

If T, IS independent of onentatron, the spectrum 

should have the same shape for all values of 7 m the 
inverslon recovery expenment. The moments of the 
spectrum, wtth hneshape g(o), defined by 

M, =A- 1 j g(w)(w - wO)n do, (1) 
-0D 

where w3 is the nuclear Larmor frequency and A is 

the area of the spectrum, are very sensrrive in&ces of 
the spectral hneshape. The second moment, M2, 1s 

plotted as a function of 7 in fig. lb, demonstrating 
that M2 is independent of T w&un experimental error, 
kS%. The invariance of the second moment shows 
that there 1s no systdmatic vanaiion in the shape of 
the spectrum for 7 values between 2 and 50 ms. These 

tiidmgs clearly rule out any slgmficant angular vana- 
tlon of T, across the powder-type ?H NMR spectra. 
It should be noted that several previous studies have 
faled to detect 2 slgnlficant orientation dependence 

ofthe ‘HT, andTtD relaxation tunes and 2H T, 
values of muitdamellar soap/water dlsperslons [3,8]. 

The relaxation of deutenum m hpld bilayers IS due 
predommantly to molecular motions whch cause fluc- 
tuations m the onentatron of the electnc field gradlent 
at the nucleus (parallel to the CD bond axis) with 
respect to the static magnetic field. A number of hWR 
and spm-label electron spm resonance studies have 
demonstrated that, m the liquid crystalhne phase, the 
effective reonentational motions m lipid bllayers are 
restncted m amphtude and axially symmetric about 
the macroscopic bllayer normal, i e &rector, when 
averaged over the appropnate tune scaie [9,10]. As a 
result, the spin-lattice relaxation rate IS predicted to 
depend on the followmg parameters [4,6]. (I) the 
onentatlon of the motional symmetry axis, I.e. the 
bliayer normal, wth respect to the apphed field, (li) 
the degree of ordenng of the CD bond vector, and (III) 
the time scale of the motions, characterized by one or 
more correlation times. Thus, the experimental mvan- 
ante of Tt with bllayer onentahon III the multilamel- 
lar lipid dlsperslons IS somewhat surprismg, and ths 
has prompted us to mvestrgate further the basis of this 
effect 

Figs 2 and 3 demonstrate 2 simple “selective” m- 
version recovery expenment where only the central 
part of the powder pattern spectrum is mverted by a 
weak, 150 ps long, 180° pulse, and where at 2 time 7 
later the magnetization IS sampled by the usual qua- 
drupolar echo pulse sequence [7]. Immediately after 
the long inverting pulse, 1-e. for r Q 5 ms, subtraction 
of the selectively mverted spectrum from the equibbri- 
urn (T -+ -) spectrum reveals that part of the spectrum 
whch was mverted by the long pulse. Thus mverted 
component arises from phosphohplds UI domains whose 
bllayer normal IS onented near the “ma@? angle with 
respect to the external field, so that the quadrupolar 
splittmg AVQ 0: (3 cos28 - 1) * 0. However, for longer 
values of 7, as can be seen III figs. 2c and 2d, there is 2 

rapid transfer of magnetzatlon from domains oriented 
near the magic angle to domains having other orienta- 
tions. In particular, there is a rapid budd-up in the m- 
tensity of the 90° peaks. As shown in fig. 2d ttus trans- 
fer is essentially complete after 5 ms. 
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FIN. 2 Spectra for different values of T followmg a “selective”, 
150 @ long, 180” pulse which mverts only the central part of 
the powder pattern spectrum. (a1 The eqtubbnum spectrum, 
(b) the spectrum at 7 = 0 2 ms showmg the mverslon of the 
center of the spectrum. (c) the tiference spectrum at T = 0.5 
ms, and (d) the difference spectrrlm at T = 5 ms, showmg that 
the magnetzatlon has transferred to all parts of the powder 
pattern 
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FE. 3. Decay of the central part of the spectrum m the 
“selective” mverslon recovery expeiunent (see msert). The 
mitti decay IS due to rapld transfer of magnetlzatron out of 
the center of the spectrum, wMe the slope at long tunes gwes 
l/T,, the spin-lattice relaxation rate averaged over alI orien- 
tatlons. 

It follows that essentially complete onentatlonal 
averagmg of Ti IS to be expected from mverslon re- 
covery expenments such as depicted m fig. 1. This IS 
clearly dustrated m fig 3, wiuch shows the decay of 
the central part of the spectrum as a function of r In 
contrast to the results of the non-selective mverslon 
recovery experiment (fig. 1), where the mvertmg rf 
pulse JS sufficiently strong to rotate most of the pow- 

der-type spectrum by ISO”, the semdogarlthmlc plots 

for the “selective” mverslon recovery experiment are 
non-hnear, I.e. the relaxation IS non-exponential. The 
uutlal slope IS due to the transfer of magnetlzatlon 

across the spectrum, wlule, at long times (7 > 10 ms), 
the amphtude near the center of the spectrum decays 
at the relaxation rate, l/T1 , averaged over all bllayer 
onentatlons. 

As a plausible physIca mecharusm for these results, 
we propose that the observed magnetlzatlon transfer 
IS a consequence of rapId lateral dlffuslve exchange of 
phospholipids among different bllayer onentatlons 
wth respect to the external magnettc field. From the 
lateral self-dlffusron coefficient of DPPC in excess 
waterat51°C,D~(5-10)X10-8cm2s-1 [11-131, 
and usmg the relation (r2) = 4Df, It IS estimated that 
the DPPC molecules m these multdamellar dJsperslons 
are capable of dtffusmg ~3000-4000 A wlthm 5 ms 
If a sizeable fraction of the hposomes m the sample 
(50% DPPC/SO% H,O, by we@) have a radius of 
curvature <3000-4000 A, then many of the phospho- 
lipid molecules w:ll diffuse through an angular dlsplace- 
ment 21 rad m 5 ms. Smce mult~lamellar dlsperslons 
of phosphohplds m excess water are known from elec- 
tron mlcroscopy to be highly convoluted and to con- 
tam large numbers of hposomes with radu III ths range 
[14,15], It IS clear that lateral dlffuslon Is the most 
hkely mecharusm responsible for the rapld transfer of 
magnetlzatlon across the powder pattern spectrum. 
Thus, only the onentatlonally averaged T, relaxation 
rate can be determmed for these multdamellar phos- 
phohpid dlsperslons contaming 50 wt% H,O. In order 
to measure the onentatlon dependence of T, UI the 
hquid crystalline phase of these systems, macroscop- 
ically onented samples must be employed_ In the gel 
phase, below 41°C for DPPC/H,O, there JS no such 
transfer of magnetization across the spectrum (results 
not shown), presumably smce the lateral dlffuslon 
rate IS much smaller than in the hquid crystalhne phase 
[I 1,13,16]. Tlus observation rules out rotational re- 
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orientation of any relatively small liposomes (r < 2000 
A) as a possible explanation of the results. 

For the simplest case of fast isotropic motion with 
a single effective, or average correlatzon tune, the de- 
pendence of the deuterium T1 relaxation rate on the 

brlayer onentatton and degree of order is given by 

[4,61 

Ti’ = i(e2qQ/fi)* { 1 - P~(COS /3’)SC-, 

- El - P,(cos 8’11 &I Tc , (2) 

where e?-qQ/fi = 2~ X 167 kHz is the quadrupolar cou- 
pling constant [9,17], 6 is the angle between the nor- 

mal to the bllayer and the external magnetic field, and 

SCD = W2(cos p(r))> 1s the older parameter of the CD 
bond. The angle /3(f) 1s the Instantaneous angle between 
the CD bond vector and the bllayer normal and the 
angular brackets denote an average over all chain re- 
orientations which occur in a time less than the m- 

verse of the static quadrupoiar sphttmg. The rapld dlf- 
fusion m the flud phase leads to an averaging of eq. 
(2) over all onentations p’; as a result, for tis smple 
model, the observed spm-lattice relaxation rate would 
have the form [3--61 

taled study of the frequency dependence of T, is 
necessary. We have now measured the deuteriurn T, 

relaxation times of the specifically deuterated DPPC 
multilamellar dispersions at several additlonal magnetic 
field strengths not reported earlier [4], i.e. as a func- 

tion of the resonance frequency vo. Measurements of 
T, made at 13.8,34.4, and 54.4 MHz are resented in 
table 1. A plot of Ti ‘, at 51°C versus ~6’ P * (not 
shown) yields a &a&t lme for both the 4 and 8 posi- 
tlcns, suggesting a contnbution from collective order 
(&rector) fluctuations as a source of the frequency 
dependence of the relaxation [ 19,201. (The T1 behav- 
lour at the 14 position is not as well defmed and may 

require further investigation.) These results, though 
mcomplete, demonstrate a clear frequency dependence 
of TI [2 1,221. Wlule at present we cannot propose (or 
rule out) any detded motronal model, the qualitative 
smularity between the frequency dependence observed 
m DPPC and that abserved for 1 H NMR in the liquid 
crystalhne phase of a soap/water system [2 1 J suggests 
a sirmiar mterpretation, I e. that collective molecular 
motions (order or &rector fluctuations) are largely 
responsible. 

Ti’ = i(e*qQ/ti)*(l -S&)T~. (3) 

Although a simple treatment such as that described 
above cannot be expected to fully descnbe the molec- 

ular dynamics of lipid bilayers, such an approach rep- 
resents a useful first approximation [4,6]. (The reader 
should note that eq. (3) LS ldentlcal to that reported 
previously for the relaxation of son&ted urularnellar 

vesicle solutions, where onentatlonal averagmg occurs 
by rapid vesicle tumbhng, but &ffers from that gven 
for the relaxation of multiamellar dispersions [4,6] _) 

To estabhsb clearly the role of director fluctuations 
and/or a hstnbution of correlat!on times It will be 
necessary to measure relaxation rates at a larger num- 
ber of frequencies and to examine the behavlour as 
the phase transltion (at 41°C) IS approached. 

In order to obtam a more accurate description of 
molecular dynamics m phosphohpld bdayers, a de- 

We are particularly grateful to Joachim and Anna 
Seehg for makmg avllable the selectively deuterated 
samples used III &us study. Our colleagues Myer Bloom, 
Ulrich Riberlen, Ken Jeffrey, and Ken Packer have 
provided numerous stimulating comments and dacus- 
s~ons. lIus work was supported by the Natural Science 
and Engmeenng Research Council of Canada (JHD) 
and by the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (MFB). 

Table 1 
Spin-Iattlce relaxatton tunes of selecttvely deuterated DPPC multtimellar hpersions as a function of frequency 

Frequency TI (ms) at 45°C and hbel poutlon TI (ms) at 51°C and label position 
(MHZ) 

c3 c4 C8 Cl2 Cl4 c4 C8 Cl4 

13.8 19.2 f 05 - 21.0 + 0.4 23.1 f 0.4 85.1 i 4.0 
34.4 1 26.4 * 0.3 32.5 i 0.3 1 104.9 * 3.8 28.7 +z 0.3 33.3 f 0.3 125.0 f 4.0 
54.4 a) 30.4 f 2.1 - 29.4 f 2.1 40.5 * 1.8 94.4 f 2.0 32.1 i 1.2 36.3 f 1.6 95.4 f 3 5 

a) Data from refs. [4,18]. 
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